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Director MX 2004 Games: Game Development with DirectorFocal Press, 2004
Nik Lever guides designers, animators and web developers through the art, animation and programming skills needed to produce games in Director for Internet, CD or DVD distribution. He moves from the introductory coverage of Lingo with explanations of how easily Director's programming language can be mastered, on to more advanced tips and tricks,...
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Practical Data Wrangling: Expert techniques for transforming your raw data into a valuable source for analyticsPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Key Features

		
			This easy-to-follow guide takes you through every step of the data wrangling process in the best possible way
	
			Work with different types of datasets, and reshape the layout of your data to make it easier for analysis
	
			Get simple examples and real-life data...
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Internet Marketing: Strategy, Implementation and Practice (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
This book is a comprehensive guide to how organizations can use the internet to support their marketing activities and covers all aspects of Internet marketing - environment analysis, strategy development and implementation. Building on the successful and widely regarded first edition, this second edition has a completely revised structure and...
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Flash MX Games: ActionScript for ArtistsFocal Press, 2002

	Flash MX provides the perfect platform to create fun games for Internet
	distribution. This book takes the reader through the entire process from
	creating the art and animation for these games, through to programming
	them ready for users across the world to enjoy the results. The book is
	split into four sections. The first section...
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Prototyping with Visual BasicQue, 2001
This book shows readers how to use Visual Basic to gain the benefits of prototyping: reduced cost, reduced time and more importantly, reduced risk while building complex applications.
The techniques and examples described will give the reader new tools for building applications.     

       About the Author
...
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Programming Pearls (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
"The first edition of Programming Pearls was one of the most influential    books I read early in my career, and many of the insights I first encountered    in that book stayed with me long after I read it. Jon has done a wonderful job    of updating the material. I am very impressed at how fresh the new examples    seem."
...
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How To Do Everything with Your Pocket PC, 3rd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Make your Pocket PC your own personal information appliance. This easy-to-follow guide will teach you everyday essentials such as managing appointments, keeping addresses, and making task lists. It shows you in a clear, step-by-step format, how to retrieve your e-mail and surf the Web, write and format letters, balance your checkbook, make voice...
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Getting the Most Out of Vacuum TubesAudio Amateur Inc, 2000
The purpose of this book is not to add another volume to the many excellent ones available on what makes the vacuum tube work. Rather, it is intended to shed light on the almost completely neglected subject of why these versatile devices sometimes do not work.

Informed scientists and engineers have frequently stated that the life of a...
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Pay-Per-Click Search Engine Marketing: An Hour a DaySybex, 2010

	The complete guide to a winning pay-per-click marketing campaign


	Pay-per-click advertising-the "sponsored results" on search engine results pages-is increasingly being used to drive traffic to websites. Marketing and advertising professionals looking for a hands-on, task-based guide to every stage of creating and managing...
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Behavioral Addictions: Criteria, Evidence, and TreatmentAcademic Press, 2014

	"Behavioral Addictions is a timely landmark achievement and a must read for anyone interested in addictive and compulsive behavior and its treatment. Rosenberg and Feder have brought us leading addiction experts, who clearly present the growing evidence for including behavioral addictions in the DSM-5 and how best to treat...
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Old-Growth Forests: Function, Fate and Value (Ecological Studies)Springer, 2009
Many terms often used to describe old-growth forests imply that these forests are less vigorous, less productive and less stable than younger forests. But research in the last two decades has yielded results that challenge the view of old-growth forests being in decline. Given the importance of forests in battling climate change and the fact...
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60GHz Technology for Gbps WLAN and WPAN: From Theory to PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book addresses 60 GHz technology for Gbps WLAN and WPAN from theory to practice, covering key aspects for successful deployment.


	In this book, the authors focus specifically on 60 GHz wireless technology which has emerged as the most promising candidate for multi-gigabit wireless indoor communication systems. 60 GHz...
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